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ABSTRACT. At least in conventional hydrostatic ice-sheet models, the numerical error associated with
grounding line dynamics can be reduced by modifications to the discretization scheme. These involve
altering the integration formulae for the basal traction and/or driving stress close to the grounding
line and exhibit lower – if still first-order – error in the MISMIP3d experiments. MISMIP3d may not re-
present the variety of real ice streams, in that it lacks strong lateral stresses, and imposes a large basal
traction at the grounding line. We study resolution sensitivity in the context of extreme forcing simula-
tions of the entire Antarctic ice sheet, using the BISICLES adaptive mesh ice-sheet model with two
schemes: the original treatment, and a scheme, which modifies the discretization of the basal traction.
The second scheme does indeed improve accuracy – by around a factor of two – for a given mesh
spacing, but ≲ 1 km resolution is still necessary. For example, in coarser resolution simulations
Thwaites Glacier retreats so slowly that other ice streams divert its trunk. In contrast, with ≲ 1 km
meshes, the same glacier retreats far more quickly and triggers the final phase of West Antarctic collapse
a century before any such diversion can take place.
KEYWORDS: ice dynamics, ice streams, ice-sheet modelling
INTRODUCTION
Numerical modelling of Antarctic ice dynamics becomes
more demanding as the simulation time increases, partly
because drainage basins evolve and even merge over
long timescales, and to a great extent because fine scale
features – such as the grounding line – can migrate over
continental length scales. Century-long calculations – for
example, the simulations of Pine Island Glacier described
by Joughin and others (2010), Favier and others (2014), and
Seroussi and others (2014b) – need only consider single ice
streams, and can take advantage of the relatively little
grounding line migration that occurs to limit fine resolution
to a region close to the present day grounding line. As inte-
gration times grow the grounding line tends to sweep out a
larger area (Pollard and DeConto, 2009) – meaning that the
region of fine resolution must either cover that growing
area or evolve with it. At the same time, neighbouring ice
streams may merge, so that they can no longer be treated sep-
arately. Ultimately, it becomes necessary to carry out simula-
tions of the whole of Antarctica, potentially applying fine
resolution everywhere.
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) methods seek to address
the moving grounding line by dynamically generating new
non-uniform meshes as the ice sheet evolves. Some effort is
needed to ensure that, for example, mass is conserved
when the mesh changes, but mature, high performance,
general purpose libraries of AMR methods are available to
take care of these sorts of issues (Adams and others, 2014).
Models using AMR have been successful in both idealized
tests (Goldberg and others, 2009; Pattyn and others, 2013)
and in large-scale problems with realistic geometry
(Cornford and others, 2015).
MISMIP3d, the Marine Ice Sheet Model Inter-comparison
Project for plan view (3-D) models (Pattyn and others, 2013),
was based on an idealized problem that has become some-
thing of standard test of ice-sheet models. The problem
itself is divided into several parts, but two parts in particular
are challenging for ice-sheet models. First, it is necessary to
compute a steady state for an ice stream with no lateral vari-
ation and a uniform basal traction coefficient. Several of the
participating models computed a grounding line many tens
of kilometres from the correct position (given their stress ap-
proximation), depending on mesh resolution and other
aspects of the numerical treatment. Second, a slippy spot is
introduced, which results in the center of the ice stream ad-
vancing and the edges retreating. After 100 a the slippy
spot is removed and eventually the ice sheet should return
to its original steady state: some models failed to achieve
this reversibility.
Subgrid friction schemes, such as those in Seroussi and
others (2014a), Leguy and others (2014), Gladstone and
others (2010), and Feldmann and others (2014), improve
the performance of vertically integrated, hydrostatic models
for a given resolution in the MISMIP3d test. They are
simpler than AMR, in two senses: they are easier to imple-
ment and they do not add further degrees of freedom to the
most computationally expensive parts of the computation,
such as solving the stress balance equations. It is not auto-
matically true that these schemes will perform as well in real-
istic problems, because there are other fine scale features to
consider, such as ice stream shear margins. On top of that,
realistic problems tend to have lower friction coefficients
than in MISMIP3d, at least in fast flowing regions, so the
step change in basal traction at the grounding line is
smaller. It seems reasonable to anticipate better performance
from methods that lack a subgrid friction scheme as the step
amplitude decreases, so it is not at all clear that the magni-
tude of relative improvements seen in MISMIP3d should
be expected in general. Given that ∼500 m resolution
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(We will use the symbol∼ to indicate decimal order-of-
magnitude, so that Δx∼ a means 10−1/2a <Δx< 101/2a and,
for example, 0.5, 1 and 2 km are all ∼1 km.) is needed
without a subgrid friction scheme in at least some realistic
cases (Favier and others, 2014), the suggestion that an
order-of-magnitude coarser resolution might become suffi-
cient simply by introducing such a scheme (Feldmann and
others, 2014), needs to be tested.
In this paper we take the obvious step: adding a subgrid
friction scheme to the BISICLES AMR ice-sheet model.
Rather than carrying out an idealized test, we compare
the performance of the resulting method with the original
AMR scheme in a 1000 year simulation of the entire
Antarctic ice sheet. Our intention is to subject the model
to a variety of conditions representing the real problems
to be solved, though we are limited in that sense by the
need to make at least some assumptions: the choice of
basal traction law, the oceanic and atmosphere forcing,
and so on. We focus on qualitative and quantitative
aspects of numerical error, and show that mesh sensitivity
in a realistic problem may be large and vary considerably
across physical locations and numerical treatments, but
can be quantified in a simple fashion, and so should be
quantified routinely.
METHODS
The BISICLES ice-sheet model has been described elsewhere
(Cornford and others, 2013), but a few key points are relevant
to this paper. A vertically integrated stress balance equation
(Schoof and Hindmarsh, 2010) is solved to determine the
horizontal ice velocity at the lower surface of the ice
~ubðx; yÞ: it is akin to the shallow-shelf approximation but
with simplified vertical shear strains included in the effective
viscosity. Traction at the base of grounded ice is given by a
Weertman (Weertman, 1957) law
~τ b ¼ Cðx; yÞ ~ubðx; yÞ 1=m1~ubðx; yÞ; ð1Þ
with m= 3, which results in a discontinuous stress field
across the grounding line. That means that longitudinal
stretching increases over a short-length scale, which we
resolve by applying ∼500 m or finer spatial resolution.
Since such fine resolution is only required close to the
grounding line, we reduce computational time through a
conservative adaptive mesh method, where a block-struc-
tured mesh evolves over time to maintain fine resolution
where it is needed, while employing coarser resolution
elsewhere.
BISICLES’ original discretization employs one-sided dif-
ferences in the region around the grounding line but apart
from that makes no special provisions. The integral of the
x-component of gravitational driving stress over square
cells with side Δx immediately upstream in the x-direction
from the grounding line is approximated with a one-sided
formula
ρg
Z xiþΔx=2
xiΔx=2
Z yiþΔx=2
yiΔx=2
h
∂s
∂x
dx dy
≈
ρg
2
ðhi1;j þ hi;jÞðsi;j  si1;jÞΔx
ð2Þ
rather than the more usual central difference, and similar
one sided formulae are deployed downstream and in the
y-direction. The integral of the basal traction over each
cell is approximated with the mid-point rule
Z xiþΔx=2
xiΔx=2
Z yiþΔx=2
yiΔx=2
~τ bdxdy ≈ Ci;j ~ubi;j

1=m1~ubi;jΔx2, ð3Þ
where~τ bi;j is the value of the basal traction at the cell center. If
~τ b were continuous and differentiable this formula would
lead to O(Δx2) truncation error: since it is discontinuous
across the grounding line the error is O(Δx). This scheme
resulted in errors in the steady-state grounding line positions
in the MISMIP3d test of between 10 and 20 times the finest
mesh spacing Δxf, depending on the stress approximation.
A comparison can be made between the one-sided differ-
ence scheme in Cornford and others (2013) and the ISSM (Ice
Sheet System Model) friction schemes in Seroussi and others
(2014a). In Cornford and others (2013), the shallow-shelf ap-
proximation model places its MISMIP3d steady grounding
line at x= 583 km given Δx= 1.6 km and at x= 595 km
given Δx= 0.8 km (and at x= 605 km given Δx= 0.1 km).
Seroussi and others (2014a) compared two subgrid friction
schemes (SEP1 and SEP2, for Sub-Element Parametrization
1 and 2) with an un-modified scheme (NSEP, for No Sub-
Element Parametrization). When Δx= 1.0 km ISSM/SEP1
has a steady grounding line at 605 km, ISSM/SEP2 at 592
km, and ISSM/NSEP at 481 km. These are to be compared
with an analytic approximation, which places the grounding
line at x= 607 km. In other words, the original BISICLES
scheme had a similar sized error to ISSM/SEP2, but far
lower error than ISSM/NSEP, which we attribute at least in
part to the one-sided difference because in preliminary
tests – prior to Cornford and others (2013) – we observed
much larger error in the more usual centered-difference
scheme.
An alternative scheme along the lines of Feldmann and
others (2014) can be constructed by complementing the
one-sided difference with a reduced friction coefficient deter-
mined through bi-linear interpolation of the thickness above
flotation. Each cell is divided into quadrants and the thick-
ness above flotation h− hf interpolated between four cell
centers; for example, in the upper-right quadrant we interpol-
ate between the values of h− hf at ~xi;j, ~xiþ1;j, ~xi;jþ1 and
~xiþ1;jþ1. We then subdivide each quadrant into 2n × 2n
equal parts, and count the subdivisions where h> hf to esti-
mate the grounded ice fraction of the cell, wni;j ∈ ½0; 1, and
replace (3) with
Z xiþΔx=2
xiΔx=2
Z yiþΔx=2
yiΔx=2
~τ bdxdy ≈ wni;jCi;j ~u
b
i;j

1=m1~ubi;jΔx2: ð4Þ
We will refer to the resulting schemes as SGn, and in particu-
lar, study the case n= 4.
The truncation error in (4) is O(Δx). First, expressing (4)
only in terms of ~ui;j, rather than ~ui;j and its neighbours, is
second-order accurate only if~τ bi;j is continuous. Second, the
quadrature formula used to evaluate the integral is second-
order accurate only if a chain of subdivision faces approxi-
mate the grounding line to O(Δx2). It is certainly possible to
achieve this higher-order accuracy, and even straightforward
in 1-D, but only worth the effort if the viscous and driving
stresses can be treated in the same way. We plan to report
on such a scheme, based on the EBChombo embedded
boundary and AMR toolkit, in the future.
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We tested our numerical methods by carrying out ka simu-
lations of the entire Antarctic continent. Sensitivity to mesh
resolution is examined by repeating the same experiment
for both the SG0 and SG4 schemes with five different mesh
spacings. The coarsest mesh is a simple uniform grid of
Δx0= 8 km squares. Progressively finer meshes are built
from rectangular regions of finer cells, with Δx‘= 2−‘ ×
8 km, where ‘∈ℕ and 0< ‘< L, and choosing a maximum
value 0< L≤ 4. In other words, experiments SG0/ΔxL and
SG4/ΔxL have cells with mesh spacing as fine as ΔxL and as
coarse as 8 km. Meshes are generated every few time steps,
starting from a uniform 8 km mesh and refining according
to two criteria. Fine resolution is maintained around the
grounding line by covering at least the distance 8Δx‘ either
side with Δx‘ cells. Since the bedrock DEM has kilometer-
scale features, we also refine the mesh along the ice
streams by imposing ~uj jΔx‘ < 3:0 × 105 m2 a1 if Δx‘≥ 1 km.
Starting from an initial state close to the present day, the
model is subjected to an extreme oceanic melt rate,
varying linearly from no melt at all where the ice shelf is
100 m thick or less, to 800 m a−1 where it is more than
400 m thick. Total ablation across all the ice shelves is ∼
104− 105 km3 a−1 in the early stages of the experiments,
compared with estimates ∼ 103 km3 a−1 for the present day
(Depoorter and others, 2013; Rignot and others, 2013).
This is clearly not at all realistic: we are simply attempting
to study the numerical properties of the model as the ground-
ing line migrates over a significant region. It certainly does so.
Figure 1 shows the ice sheet at the start and end of one of the
more finely resolved simulations. By the end of the simulation,
most of the marine sections of West Antarctica are afloat, and
there is also considerable retreat in some sections of East
Antarctica. At the same time the mesh has evolved with the
grounding line and has swept across most of West Antarctica.
Note that the oceanic melt rate is strictly zero in any cell
whose center is grounded, as the alternative, namely inter-
polation of the melt rate in a similar fashion to the basal trac-
tion, is vulnerable to an unphysical mechanism. Melting of
the first cell upstream from the grounding line would be aver-
aged across the whole cell, thinning it until it becomes ice
shelf, which would thin further until the interpolated ground-
ing line entered the next cell upstream, and so on. The result
is grounding line retreat driven entirely by numerical error
(Durand and Pattyn, 2015). That is exactly the mechanism
responsible for the physically impossible retreat that occurs
when an unbuttressed ice shelf with no lateral variation is
thinned in Feldmann and Levermann (2015) and would
also seem to be responsible for the retreat in George V
Land computed with the same methods – see Golledge and
others (2015) where such retreat is conditional on the use
of a subgrid melt scheme. In contrast, George V Land
retreat in this paper is due to ice dynamics, and only
occurs at 1 km or finer resolution when the subgrid friction
scheme is in play, and 0.5 km when it is not.
The initial state in each case is derived from the same
maps of bedrock elevation, initial thickness, basal traction
coefficient C(x, y) and a stiffening coefficient ϕ(x, y), which
relates to the ice viscosity. C(x, y) and ϕ(x, y) are determined
in the usual way (see Cornford and others (2015) for details),
solving an inverse problem to match model speed with
observed speed (Rignot and others, 2011). The bedrock ele-
vation and initial thickness are derived from bedmap2
(Fretwell and others, 2013), but the bedrock is modified (as
in Nias and others (in press)) to avoid a thickening tendency
in Pine Island Glacier (Rignot and others, 2014), which also
results in an initial grounding line in that region close to its
2007 configuration. Surface mass balance (Arthern and
others, 2006) and temperature (Pattyn, 2010) fields are held
Fig. 1. Flow speed (left) and mesh spacing (right) at the start of (top) and 600 a into (bottom) the SG4/0.5 km experiment, painted onto the ice
surface. The grounding line sweeps over most of West Antarctica, and there is also substantial retreat in several parts of East Antarctica,
including the Bailey, Slessor and Recovery Glaciers, the Sabrina Coast including Totten Glacier, and George V Land in the region of the
Wilkes Subglacial Basin. The computational mesh evolves with the ice sheet, maintaining fine resolution (∼0.5 km) close to the grounding
line and in regions of fast flow, but treating the majority of the domain at coarser (8 km) resolution.
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constant-in-time. Each of these fields is averaged or interpo-
lated onto the various meshes as required.
RESULTS
Broadly speaking, the most coarsely resolved simulations
exhibit far less grounding line retreat or loss of grounded
ice than the most finely resolved simulations. To convince
ourselves that the mesh is fine enough in any given case
SGn/ΔxL km, we need to demonstrate two simple properties.
First, the coarser resolution solutions must comprise a
Cauchy (and hence convergent) sequence, that is, the solu-
tions found for SGn/ΔxL km and SGn/2ΔxL km are closer to-
gether than SGn/2ΔxL km and SGn/4ΔxL km. Second, the
difference between the SGn/ΔxL km and SGn/2ΔxL km
results, which is a natural estimate of the error in the SGn/
ΔxL km model given that the scheme is first order, should
be sufficiently small. The second property is meaningless
without the first, and the meaning of ‘sufficiently small’
depends on the application, so we will primarily examine
convergence of the grounding line position and of the
change in volume above flotation.
Change in volume above flotation
Figure 2 plots the change ΔVf and rate of change dVf/dt of
volume above flotation for each simulation. ΔVf is perhaps
the most important summary statistic in an ice dynamic simu-
lation, as it can be converted directly into eustatic sea-level
rise, and we will report it here in meters sea level equivalent
(m s.l.e). It is immediately clear that although switching to the
SG4 subgrid friction scheme always results in a faster rate of
loss and more overall loss, there is comparable mesh sensitiv-
ity in both cases, and larger variation due to resolution than
choice of friction scheme. Both ΔxL= 0.5 km experiments
result in ∼4 m s.l.e mass lost over ka (4.4 m s.l.e for
SG4/0.5 km and 3.8 m s.l.e for SG0/0.5 km), while both
ΔxL= 8 km experiments exhibit far less (0.9 m s.l.e for SG4/
8 km and −0.5 m s.l.e for SG0/8 km).
Convergence is, however, superior in SG4. In both cases,
the ΔVf are closer together at finer resolutions, but in the SG4
case convergence begins at a coarser resolution. Once Δx≤
2 km, the mean difference between successive pairs of curves
ΔVf(Δx
L)− ΔVf(2Δx
L) begins to decay at a first-order rate,
roughly halving if the mesh spacing is halved. From that,
we estimate the error in the total mass loss in SG4/0.5 km
to be 0.3 m s.l.e and in SG4/1.0 km to be 0.7 m s.l.e. A
similar pattern of first-order convergence does not set in
until ΔxL≤ 1 km for SG0, and in that case we estimate the
error in the SG4/0.5 km total mass loss to be 0.8 m s.l.e.
Put simply, SG4/1.0 km has a marginally smaller error than
SG0/0.5 km, and SG4/0.5 km has an appreciably smaller
error.
As the mesh is refined, both the SG0 and SG4 models
exhibit a particular feature in ΔVf(t) and its time derivative.
Mass loss decelerates from a maximum at the start of the ex-
periment, but undergoes a roughly two-century period of ac-
celeration. The onset of this acceleration varies from t=
1000 in the SG0/2 km experiment and t= 400 a in the
SG4/2 km experiment to t= 250 a in the SG4/1 km experi-
ment, at which point it is hard to distinguish. The acceler-
ation itself is associated with the final major phase of West
Fig. 2. Change in volume above flotation (ΔVf, top), and rate of change (dVf/dt, bottom) over time. |ΔVf| grows as the finest mesh spacing Δxmin
shrinks in both SG0 (squares, left) and SG4 (discs, right) simulations, with− ΔVf varying from− 0.5 to 4.4 m s.l.e. The difference between pairs
of curves ΔVf(Δx
L) and ΔVf(Δx
L/2) begins to decay once ΔxL≤ 2 km in the SG4 case and ΔxL≤ 1 km in the SG0 case. A 200 a long period of
elevated volume loss is visible in all but the coarsest resolution experiments, and starts earlier in finer resolution experiments.
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Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) collapse when the Amundsen Sea
Embayment (ASE) and Siple Coast ice streams merge. As with
the total loss of volume above flotation, the onset of the final
phase converges with mesh refinement, provided ΔxL≤ 2 km
in the SG0 case and ΔxL≤ 4 km in the SG4 case.
If we consider ΔVf(t) alone, the SG4 scheme has a lower
error than the SG0 scheme given the same mesh parameters.
All of the SG4/ΔxL curves lie between the SG0/ΔxL/2 and SG0/
ΔxL/4 curves, so that switching from the SG0 scheme to the
SG4 scheme improves performance more than adding one
level of refinement, but less than adding two.
Grounding line retreat
Figure 3 shows each experiment’s grounding line after 300,
600 and 900 a in the regions that see significant grounding
line retreat: West Antarctica and Coats Land, the Sabrina
Coast and the coast of George V Land. Overall there is a
Fig. 3. WAIS, Sabrina coast and George V Land grounding lines and ∂h/∂t plotted at 300, 600 and 900 a for the SG0 (left column) and SG4
(right column) simulations. Grounding lines are shown for every simulation, while ∂h/∂t is shown for the two ΔxL= 0.5 km simulations.
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great deal of variation in mesh sensitivity between ice
streams, which determines when, if ever, WAIS enters the
final phase of collapse. In particular, the grounding line
retreats over hundreds of kilometers in the Siple Coast and
in the west and south of the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf in
every experiment but retreats slowly, if at all, in the ASE
unless Δx≤ 2 km. Thwaites Glacier is an extreme example,
becoming a primary contributor to WAIS collapse only
when Δx≤ 1 km. We will return to Thwaites Glacier after
detailing the retreat elsewhere.
Many of the ice streams flowing into the west and south of
the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf retreat even given the coarsest
meshes. The Möller and Institute ice stream grounding lines
retreat across the Robin Subglacial Basin in the first 300 a
of every experiment, albeit more slowly and stabilizing
sooner at coarser resolutions, with the Bungenstock Ice
Rise disappearing in every case but the SG0/8 km.
Foundation Ice Stream behaves similarly, although the neigh-
bouring Support Force Glacier sees its retreat attenuated pre-
maturely in all but the SG0/0.5 km, SG4/1.0 km and SG4/0.5
km calculations. Evans Ice Stream and Rutford Ice Stream
also retreat in every case, although the extent of their
retreat is restricted to their present day fast flow when Δx=
8 km. Given finer resolutions, their basins merge with that
of Carson inlet and the combined ice stream diverts the
upper reaches of Pine Island Glacier’s catchment into the
Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf.
Grounding line retreat also occurs at all resolutions in the
Siple Coast. Results are qualitatively similar in all of the SG4
experiments, with significant grounding line retreat in every
ice stream but Kamb Ice Stream, the northern portion of
which is left as an isolated ice rise by the end of the simula-
tions. The same is true for SG0 once Δx≤ 2 km. Nonetheless,
quantitative sensitivity to the mesh refinement is evident,
with slower retreat at coarser resolutions, particularly in the
SG0 cases.
If Pine Island Glacier retreats at all, it does so quickly
enough for its grounding line to merge with Evans and
Rutford ice streams within 300 a. Just as in earlier simulations
(Cornford and others, 2013; Favier and others, 2014;
Cornford and others, 2015), the grounding line tends not to
retreat at all in coarser resolution simulations without the
subgrid friction scheme (SG0/8 km, SG0/4 km), and even at
moderate resolution (SG0/2 km) retreat along the majority
of the trunk does not occur within the first 300 a. With the
subgrid friction scheme, only the coarsest resolution experi-
ment (SG4/8 km) shows no retreat at all, although major
retreat is delayed until after 300 a in the SG4/4 km
experiment.
Crossing from West to East Antarctica, Slessor Glacier’s
grounding line retreats hundreds of kilometers within the
first 300 a of each simulation and Bailey Ice Stream
behaves similarly in all but the SG0/8 km experiment. In con-
trast, the nearby Recovery Glacier sees its grounding line sta-
bilize on a ridge ∼50 km upstream of its present day position
in all but the SG4/1 km and SG4/0.5 km, where it crosses the
ridge to a second stable position more than 200 km further
upstream. Support Force Glacier also exhibits far more
retreat in the finest resolution (SG0/0.5 km, SG4/1 km, SG4/
0.5 km) experiments.
Grounding line retreat in the bulk of East Antarctica is
rather less extensive but just as variable with respect to reso-
lution requirements. The Sabrina Coast ice streams including
Totten Glacier retreat readily with all but the coarsest
meshes, before their conjoined grounding lines find a
stable position on slopes rising to the south, forming an ice
shelf that separates the continent proper from Law Dome.
The opposite is true of the ice streams flowing into the
Cook Ice Shelf in George V Land. They barely retreat at all
unless mesh resolution is 1 km or finer, in which case the
grounding line retreats by ∼200 km to form a circular ice
shelf with a narrow throat.
A number of ice streams exhibit episodic retreat, in par-
ticular those that require the finest resolution. As well as
grounding line retreat, Figure 4 shows the instantaneous ice
thickness tendency ∂h/∂t for the two ΔxL= 0.5 km experi-
ments. Recovery Glacier, for example, is thinning at a rate
of <1 m a−1 300 a into both the SG0 and SG4 simulations,
with its grounding line positioned on top of the first ridge
described earlier. If thinning was sustained at that rate
more than 1000 years would elapse before the grounding
line retreated to the second ridge (since (h− hf)/(∂h/∂t)
>1 ka between the two ridges) but in both the SG4/1 km
and SG0/0.5 km calculations, thinning accelerates once the
first ridge is crossed, so that the grounding line reaches the
second ridge in <300 a. Similar episodes of retreat can be
seen in Pine Island Glacier, Support Force Glacier and else-
where, but the most obvious and important example is
Thwaites Glacier, whose grounding line retreats at a rate of
<0.5 km a−1 over the 1st century, while crossing a region
of shallow bedrock incised by a deep channel but then accel-
erates to more than 1.5 km a−1 into a rapidly deepening and
widening trough. An analogous acceleration was noted in
Joughin and others (2014).
Mesh sensitivity in Thwaites Glacier
Although SG4 models with ΔxL≤ 2.0 km and SG0 models
with ΔxL≤ 1.0 km all enter the final phase of WAIS collapse
before the end of the experiment, the timing and mechan-
ism of that event indicates that finer resolution is required.
Figure 4 shows the flow speed and grounding line in a
region around Thwaites Glacier and the Bentley
Subglacial Trench shortly before the ice divide between
them is breached in experiments SG0/1 km, SG0/0.5 km,
SG4/2 km and SG4/1 km. At coarser resolution, the final
phase of collapse takes place beginning ∼400–500 a and
is initiated by the earlier retreat in Pine Island Glacier,
Evans Ice Stream and Rutford Ice Stream. At finer resolution
it begins a century sooner and is initiated by retreat in
Thwaites Glacier.
Thwaites Glacier’s grounding line retreats by ∼100 km
over 400–500 a in the SG0/1 km and SG4/2 km experi-
ments. By that time, a new ice stream has formed in the
Byrd Subglacial Trench, flowing in an easterly direction
through the merged upstream parts of Pine Island Glacier
and Rutford Ice Stream’s former catchments. The grounding
line of that ice stream retreats more quickly than the
Thwaites Glacier grounding line, so that the bulk of
Thwaites Glacier is diverted and flows across into the ice
shelf connecting Pine Island Bay with the Filchner-Ronne
Ice Shelf. Ultimately, it is this new ice stream that breaches
the major WAIS ice divide, merging with the much-
retreated Siple Coast through the Bentley Subglacial
Trench. In contrast, in the SG0/0.5 km, SG4/1 km and
SG4/0.5 km experiments, Thwaites Glacier retreats
quickly enough to breach the ice divide before the new
ice stream has diverted its catchment.
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DISCUSSION
Perhaps the strongest indication of a need for kilometer or
finer mesh resolution and the value of the subgrid friction in-
terpolation is the severe resolution sensitivity in Thwaites
Glacier. On one hand the SG4/2 km and SG0/1 km calcula-
tions do at least enter the final phase of WAIS collapse within
the first 500 a, so that the difference between these and finer
resolution simulations might seem small in the context of ka
or longer runs. On the other hand that result is likely to
depend on substantial ablation of the Filchner-Ronne and
Ross ice shelves, something that might be delayed or
absent in a realistic ocean model. It remains to be seen
whether any version of the model will see WAIS collapse
caused only by ocean warming in the ASE, but the far
slower retreat of Thwaites Glacier in the SG4/2 km and the
SG0/1 km simulations versus the SG4/1 km and SG4/0.5
km would, presumably, see such an event delayed by centur-
ies if it took place at all. And even though the SG0/0.5 km ex-
periment does have the final phase of WAIS collapse caused
by retreat in Thwaites Glacier, a yet finer resolution variant –
a notional SG0/0.25 km – would be needed to improve on
SG4/1 km.
Since there is significant variation in mesh sensitivity
between ice streams, there is a real danger that under reso-
lution can lead to qualitatively incorrect conclusions,
subgrid schemes notwithstanding. For example, had we
accepted the results of the SG4/4 km or SG4/2 km
Fig. 4. Resolution dependence in Thwaites Glacier. The colour-map shows ice flow speed, while the black contour indicates the grounding
line and the blue contour depicts the initial grounding line for comparison. Under-resolved calculations – with ΔxL≥ 2 km for SG4 and ΔxL≥
1 km for SG0 – see Thwaites Glacier retreat slowly, so that its flow is diverted through a glacier that arises in Byrd Trench and flows out through
an ice shelf occupying the former catchments of Pine Island Glacier, Evans Ice Stream and Rutford Ice Stream. In finer resolution calculations –
with ΔxL≤ 1 km for SG4 and ΔxL≤ 0.5 km for SG0 – Thwaites Glacier retreats far more quickly, shedding its mass through the present day flux
gate into the Amundsen Sea until it joins with the Siple Coast glaciers through the Bentley Trench.
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experiments, we might conclude that the ASE ice streams are
less sensitive to ocean forcing than the Siple Coast ice
streams or the ice streams feeding the south and west of the
Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf. That might not be an unexpected
conclusion: if nothing else the large ice shelves surely
provide more buttressing than the smaller ones. But finer
resolution simulations show that such a conclusion would
not be correct.
The results in this paper do not support a general prescrip-
tion for mesh resolution but instead show that a simple con-
vergence experiment is a practical means to study the
potentially large numerical errors that can occur. The differ-
ence in mesh sensitivity between the ASE and the Möller and
Institute ice streams is a case in point: a study focused on the
former region would seem to need 1 km or finer resolution,
while a study focused on the latter region might only need
4 km resolution. Looking beyond the results here, Leguy
and others (2014) studied modifications to the usual
Weertman basal traction law along the lines of Schoof
(2005) and Gagliardini and others (2007) in the MISMIP3d
problem. The laws in question result in basal traction fields
that deviate from the Weertman law by decaying to zero
over a narrow band upstream from the grounding line. A
similar decay occurs in the Coulomb-limited rule proposed
by Tsai and others (2015), although the underlying physical
model differs. Leguy and others (2014) found that the
Weertman rule required a finer resolution for a given accur-
acy without a subgrid friction scheme, although similar reso-
lution was adequate for either friction law with a subgrid
friction scheme. It seems clear to us that the onus is on mod-
ellers to show that they have resolved their simulations satis-
factorily, and that they cannot rely on extrapolation from
idealized problems or realistic problems in different regions
or with different physics to decide that.
The need for kilometer or finer mesh resolution even with
the subgrid friction scheme means that a uniform mesh
would be far more costly than an adaptive mesh, and even
a spatially non-uniform but fixed-in-time mesh would carry
a premium. The SG4/1 km experiment involved ∼5 × 106
floating point numbers for each component of the velocity,
some of which are redundant as degrees of freedom
but undergo the same operations – see Cornford and
others (2013) for details. A uniform 1 km mesh would
require 38 × 106 degrees of freedom to cover the same area
with 1 km cells. It is harder to estimate the requirements for
a fixed non-uniform mesh, which would depend on the re-
finement criterion, but since the region that we resolve to
4 km encompasses the majority of the grounding line
migration, covering that with 1 km cells to give 10 × 106
degrees-of-freedom might be a reasonable estimate. If finer
resolutions are required, the balance tips further: the SG4/
0.5 km experiment stored 10 × 106 floating point numbers,
while a uniform mesh would store 150 × 106, and a non-
uniform mesh perhaps 40 × 106. Overall, every time the
mesh spacing is halved, the AMR storage cost doubles,
while the fixed mesh cost quadruples. Using an AMR
scheme does of course result in additional calculations on
top of that implied by additional storage: in our scheme it
is dominated by corrections to the velocity needed after the
mesh is regenerated and represents at worst a doubling of
CPU time, when the mesh is renewed after every time step
(Cornford and others, 2013).
Although mesh sensitivity is a major component of ice-
sheet model inaccuracy, our experiments hint at least one
other, this time related to observations. The grounding line
tends to stabilize on a number of ridges where the
bedmap2 bedrock is not derived from airborne radar
(Fretwell and others, 2013), sometimes preventing retreat
over extensive deep trenches. Denman Glacier’s bedrock is
derived from a single flightline between the coast and the
Aurora subglacial basin: its grounding line comes to rest on
a pro-grade slope close to the coast in that sparsely
sampled region. Similarly, while there is dense radar cover-
age of the Wilkes subglacial basin and at the coast, ground-
ing line retreat slows in a ∼100 000 km2 area ∼200 km
inland that lacks any radar data. Recovery Glacier is also
well surveyed near to its present day grounding line, but
once again retreat is halted on a ridge located in a region
of sparse flightline coverage 200 km upstream. Models of
East Antarctica’s millennium-scale dynamics will remain in-
accurate, perhaps on a grand scale, until they include
bedrock derived from ice penetrating radar surveys in these
three regions.
CONCLUSIONS
Modifying the BISICLES ice-sheet model’s treatment of basal
traction to include subgrid interpolation of the grounding line
improves its truncation error by a factor of two to four in
century to millennium scale simulations of the entire
Antarctic ice sheet. The impact on computational complexity
is considerable, since it allows the use of meshes at least
twice as coarse, much as in Gladstone and others (2010),
but incremental, as kilometer or half-kilometer resolution is
needed (rather than half- or quarter-kilometer). Calculations
at coarser than 1 km not only underestimate the quantitative
rate of retreat, but lead to large-scale qualitative errors as
well, particularly in the ASE, and especially in Thwaites
Glacier. Although the AMR scheme becomes less efficient
relative to fixed mesh methods than it was at finer resolutions,
it still reduces the number of degrees of freedom and the
overall computational expense by an order of magnitude
(rather than two) compared with a uniform mesh method
given the required kilometer or finer resolution at the
grounding line. Overall, since numerical error in ice dynam-
ics simulations can be large and mesh sensitivity varies with
physics and with location, ice flow modelling experiments
should be routinely supported by relevant convergence
studies.
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